The table below summarises the geometric issues observed across the polymeric chains and their fit to the electron density. The red, orange, yellow and green segments on the lower bar indicate the fraction of residues that contain outliers for >=3, 2, 1 and 0 types of geometric quality criteria. A grey segment represents the fraction of residues that are not modelled. The numeric value for each fraction is indicated below the corresponding segment, with a dot representing fractions <=5% The upper red bar (where present) indicates the fraction of residues that have poor fit to the electron density. The numeric value is given above the bar.
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The following table lists non-polymeric compounds, carbohydrate monomers and non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains that are outliers for geometric or electron-density-fit criteria:
Mol Type Chain Res Chirality Geometry Clashes Electron density 5 SO4 B 1207 --X -2 Entry composition i ○ There are 6 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 52992 atoms, of which 0 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
In the tables below, the ZeroOcc column contains the number of atoms modelled with zero occupancy, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• Molecule 1 is a protein called PYRUVATE-FERREDOXIN OXIDOREDUCTASE. Full wwPDB X-ray Structure Validation Report 6CIP
Mol Chain Residues
• Molecule 5 is SULFATE ION (three-letter code: SO4) (formula: O 4 S). Continued on next page...
Full wwPDB X-ray Structure Validation Report 6CIP
Continued from previous page. Residues are color-coded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. A red dot above a residue indicates a poor fit to the electron density (RSRZ > 2). Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
• Molecule 1: PYRUVATE-FERREDOXIN OXIDOREDUCTASE Chain A :   MET  P2  P27  P30  S31  S32  P33  M34  A35  E36  M59  A65  F82  S85  H108  R112  L119  S120  I121  F122  G123  D127  F136  S141  P164  H167  F172  I198  R202  Q213  P220  F224  E228  N231  L258  P265   H310  R321  L334  V345  V356  G361  K365  E366  F367  N368  P369  S370  M371  L379  N386  K387  V390  R416  F419  G426  I435  A446  D453  S454  V460  S463  H464  L465  R466  Y491  N556  I579  I583  D649  K671 W681 Y704 L705
• R734  I735  Q736  D741  N747  V751  V793  L802  Y817  V821   •   T822  D827  N833  A834  T835  G836  C837  S838  W841  A879  R883  E886  L887  V899 • R921 V942 MET  P2  L6  A18  E21  P27  P30  M34  A75  F82  S85  Q86  A110  A111  R112  S115  T116  H117  A118  L119  S120  I121  F122  D127  F136  L139  E146  P164  I181  Y186  R202  D221  F224  V295  R301  L334   V345  E348  V356  G361  S364  K365  F376  N386  K387  R416  L422  G423  I435  A446  H464  L465  R466  I478  D479  Q480  P489  G500  N510  M518   •   R521  R528  I558  P571  E574  D592  N596  A605  W618   A621  I678  P679  Q680 • W681 Q682
• E1170 GLY • Molecule 1: PYRUVATE-FERREDOXIN OXIDOREDUCTASE   Chain C:   MET  P2  T24  P27  M34  I37  W41  A57  A66  H70  A75  F82  S85  M91  E101  C105  R112  L119  F122  G123  D124  D127  V128  R132  F136  S140  E146  P164  F168  N207  Q213  P220   F224  E228  N231  C278  K299  V300  R301  R327  E348  V356  G361  S364  K365  N368  P369  N386  K387  F388  H406  F415  F420 •
• Molecule 1: PYRUVATE-FERREDOXIN OXIDOREDUCTASE Chain E: T24  P27  I28  M34  I37  W41  A57  A75  T81  F82  T83  A84  S85  M91  C105  R112  T116  H117  A118  L119  F122  G123  D127  R132  F136  S140  P164  F168  L206  H212  F224  V272  C278 I281  L297  I298  K299  R321  V324  V345  E348  V356  G361  K365  E366  F367  N368  P369  S370  M371  V372  K373  L379  N386  K387  I407  K418  F419   •   V428  I435  A446  Y452  S463  H464  L465  A485 • C486 H487 P642  I643  D659  G665  Y669  N690  L694  N747  V793  Q797  L802   E814  Y817  T822  N833  A834  T835  S838  W841  P846  Y850  A879  L887  K893  L945  Q952  K953  D954  D967  Y971  D972  A983  S984  G985  L993  D994  Y998  S999  N1000  T1001  Q1004  K1007  Q1010  F1017  K1026  L1031   S1035  Y1036  V1039  H1050  K1055  A1056  L1057  I1058  E1059  P1066  I1069  I1070  A1071  Y1072  G1079  T1083  Y1097  W1098  I1134 Xtriage's analysis on translational NCS is as follows: The analyses of the Patterson function reveals a significant off-origin peak that is 60.84 % of the origin peak, indicating pseudo-translational symmetry. The chance of finding a peak of this or larger height randomly in a structure without pseudo-translational symmetry is equal to 1.4327e-05. The detected translational NCS is most likely also responsible for the elevated intensity ratio.
5 Model quality i ○
Standard geometry i ○
Bond lengths and bond angles in the following residue types are not validated in this section: MG, HTL, SF4, SO4
The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 5 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). There are no bond length outliers.
Mol Chain
There are no bond angle outliers.
There are no chirality outliers.
There are no planarity outliers.
Too-close contacts i ○
In the following table, the Non-H and H(model) columns list the number of non-hydrogen atoms and hydrogen atoms in the chain respectively. The H(added) column lists the number of hydrogen atoms added and optimized by MolProbity. The Clashes column lists the number of clashes within the asymmetric unit, whereas Symm-Clashes lists symmetry related clashes. The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 4.
Mol Chain Non-H H(model) H(added) Clashes Symm-Clashes
All (399) There are no symmetry-related clashes.
Torsion angles i ○
Protein backbone i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. There are no Ramachandran outliers to report.
Protein sidechains i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent sidechain outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the sidechain conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. There are no RNA molecules in this entry.
Mol Chain
5.4 Non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains i ○ There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
Of 37 ligands modelled in this entry, 6 are monoatomic -leaving 31 for Mogul analysis.
In the following table, the Counts columns list the number of bonds (or angles) for which Mogul statistics could be retrieved, the number of bonds (or angles) that are observed in the model and the number of bonds (or angles) that are defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. The Link column lists molecule types, if any, to which the group is linked. The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 2 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles). In the following table, the Chirals column lists the number of chiral outliers, the number of chiral centers analysed, the number of these observed in the model and the number defined in the Chemical Component Dictionary. Similar counts are reported in the Torsion and Rings columns. '-' means no outliers of that kind were identified. 
Mol Type Chain Res Link Chirals Torsions
Other polymers i ○
There are no such residues in this entry.
Polymer linkage issues i ○
There are no chain breaks in this entry. There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Carbohydrates i ○
Ligands i ○
In the following 
